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Introductions
• About accounts payable (AP)
• Efficiency and effectiveness
• Transformative methods, approaches, and tools
• Support for an AP investment
• Questions and resources
•
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Meet Lee Kuntz
Lee Kuntz, process improvement speaker, trainer, coach,
and strategist, has helped numerous nonprofits to
successfully create capacity and deliver better and faster
results to their community. Lee believes that when
employees have skills-and-will in continuous process
improvement, they can achieve impressive results.
Clients Lee has trained and coached have recaptured
thousands of hours of work time from their back office and
have reinvested the time saved into the community. These
organizations go beyond balancing to sustaining and
thriving.

I was amazed by how much
streamlining we achieved. It
helped that everyone was

Lee has an MBA from the Carlson School of Management
and is a Certified Lean Six Sigma Black Belt.

involved.
Kim Cryan
CFO/Director of Administration
Toledo Community Foundation
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Meet Vickie Viaene
Vickie Viaene is the accounting manager at the Saint Paul
& Minnesota Foundations. Her financial reports enable the
foundations to plan for future charitable giving and
measure their community impact.
Vickie also led the design and implementation of an
organization-wide accounts payable transformation of
systems and processes, which resulted in significant
improvements and cost savings. She was also involved
with several other process optimization teams across the
organization. Vickie joined the foundations' staff in 2005,
bringing 11 years of experience in diverse financial
specialties.

Through our process optimization
framework, we have optimized
half a dozen customer-facing

processes and freed up thousands
of staff hours that have been
redirected to value-add activities.
Christine Searson
Vice President & CFO
Saint Paul & Minnesota
Foundations
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Meet Nathan Annan
Nate is currently an accountant at the Saint Paul &
Minnesota Foundations, where he has worked for over six
years. He went to and graduated in accounting from
Century College while he worked at the foundations. He is
currently working on completing his bachelor’s degree at
Metro State.
Nate is a key member of the accounts payable
transformation team and continues to improve how the
work is being done. In his previous role at the foundations,
he was responsible for processing employee expense
reimbursements as well as invoices. In his current role, his
duties center around budgeting worksheets, tax returns,
and processing of stock gifts and other forms of unusual
gifts.

Through our process optimization
framework, we have optimized

half a dozen customer-facing
processes and freed up thousands
of staff hours that have been
redirected to value-add activities.
Christine Searson
Vice President & CFO
Saint Paul & Minnesota
Foundations
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651-330-7076

lee@improveprocess.net

Meet Megan Genest Tarnow
Megan Genest Tarnow is the founder and principal of The
Mobius Group, a QuickBooks-centric consulting firm serving
nonprofits across the country since 2000. She is a member
of the elite Intuit Trainer Writer Network and administers
the QuickBooks for Nonprofits group on Facebook.

As a virtual firm, Mobius has implemented streamlined,
paperless AP processes with all their clients. Organizations
use affordable, cloud-based tools to capture credit-card
receipts and reimbursable expenses, which sync to their
accounting and accounts payable solutions. Approvers and
payers have real-time remote access to source documents,
and every touch and change is documented in an accessible
audit trail.
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Snaps to @MeganTarnow for
taking the sting out of the
QuickBooks setup and for dulling
the non-profit accounting pain, in
general.
Shawn Harrison
The Daniel Brown Foundation

Why Transform Accounts Payable
•
•
•
•

Critical function to get right
It’s payment of money – a scarce resource
Everyone is involved in getting vendors paid
Takes lots of time, but it’s not the reason nonprofit exists

Conclusion: Accounts payable is a great opportunity to
innovate to help the organization and to reinvest time in the
community.
Also these ideas of process, tools, and people transformation
can be used for any area of your organization.
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About Accounts Payable
Work steps to pay vendors amount due.
Included:
• Receive payment request
• Obtain IRS info and documentation
• Issue payment
• Respond to and resolve vendor questions
• Correct and reissue payments
Goal: Accurate, timely, and efficient payment.
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Measure Effectiveness
The Accounts Payable Score Card
Measure
Accurate bill payment
Timely bill payment within agreed terms
or penalties paid
Within budget
Work time
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Current
Goals
Results
90%
95%
80% or $1,000 90% or $0
50%
1,000 hours

90%
500 hours

Measure Effectiveness
Example
Role
Vendor bill receivers (5 people for 1 hour weekly each)

260

Vendor bill approvers (5 people for 1 hour weekly each)

260

Vendor bill enterers (1 person for 2 hours weekly each)

104

Check printers (1 person for 2 hours weekly each)

104

Check signers (1 person for 1 hour weekly each)

52

Check folders, stampers, etc. (1 person for 2 hours weekly)

104

Tax reporting and vendor questions (1 person for 150 hours)

150

Total hours to complete accounts payable*
*About ½ FTE
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Hours on AP Annually

1,034

Measure Effectiveness
Role
Vendor bill receivers
Vendor bill approvers
Vendor bill enterers
Check printers
Check signers
Check folders, stampers, etc.

Total hours to complete accounts payable
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Hours on AP
Annually

Survey and Data
• Surveyed nonprofit financial group members and speakers at
this presentation
• 36 people took survey
• Pulled data from Internet
• Data needs to be verified by user
• See links in end of presentation
• Will ask who uses each tool or payment method
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Current AP Payment Methods
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Payment Method: ACH
ACH: Stands for Automated Clearing House, which is a network
that coordinates electronic payments and automated money
transfers. Facilitates paying bills electronically.
.

Pros

Cons

• Makes money transfers easy with
• Allows other companies to have a direct
minimal labor and cost
link to your bank account
• Allows payments without printing checks, • Must monitor the transactions for fraud,
stuffing envelopes, or paying for postage
as business accounts have fewer
• Has lower fees than credit-card payments protections than consumer accounts
• Electronic process makes vendor and
• Companies may need to buy software
supplier payments easier and faster,
and invest in training to process ACH
while keeping electronic records of all
payments
transactions
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Payment Method: Wire Transfer
Wires/wire transfer: A means of transferring money that has an
electronic element.
Difference Between ACH and Wire Transfer
• Overall wire transfers are more expensive.
• Wire transfers are done real time whereas ACH is done
through batch processing.
• Wire transfers are the faster alternative.
• Wire transfers are safer when transacting large sums of
money.
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Payment Methods: Cards
A prepaid card is a secured card issued by a financial institution
that has been secured with a prepayment. These cards can be
compared to prepaid debit cards, which use preloaded funds
for transactions.

There are both prepaid debit cards and prepaid credit cards.
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Payment Method: PayPal
PayPal is an online payment service that allows individuals and
businesses to transfer funds electronically.
The idea is simple: Give people the ability to accept payment
online quickly and securely without having to use a credit card.
Pros and Cons of Using PayPal
• Requires a bank account and an email address to get started.
• Disadvantages: some inconveniences for users.
• Benefits: no set-up fees, merchant accounts, or gateway processors
required.
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Payment Method: E-Check
E-check: An
electronic check is
a form of payment
made via the
Internet, or
another data
network, designed
to perform the
same function as a
conventional
paper check.
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AP Process Transformation
Which proven results do you need?
❑ Recapture over 4,000 work hours.
❑ Share ownership.
❑ Existing technology is fully used.
❑ Error-free for 3 years.
❑ Deliver in half the time.
❑ Ongoing improvement and transformation.

The process you use to walk a
group through transformation is
remarkable! A truly wonderful
experience start to finish.
Jennifer Bartenbach
Chief Financial Officer
Central Indiana
Community Foundation
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The Difference
Traditional
Process Improvement

Continuous
Process Improvement

Process
• Tweak steps of work
• Automate
• Fix breaks
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Control
Process
Transformation

Improvement Versus Transformation
Process Transformation: Use proven tools to maximize
what we have now to improve results
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Work Steps

Systems

Business Rules

Roles &
Responsibilities

Retraining

Forms

Process Transformation Approaches

On My Desk

Improvement
Projects

What do you want to achieve? To do?
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Results of Our Process Transformation Projects
39

GRANTS PROCESS

75

CONTRIBUTIONS PROCESS

22
58
61

PAYABLES PROCESS

110

INTAKE PROCESS

39
75

Steps New Process
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Steps Old Process

* Includes both out of pocket
and employee hours.

AP Technology Tools Survey Data
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Tools: Electronic Documents
Electronic documents contain any electronic media content
(other than computer programs or system files) that is intended
to be used in either an electronic form or as printed output.
Example: MS documents saved to a PDF format.
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Tools: Workflow Tools
Workflow tools move work from one person to the next. These
tools automate complex business processes where there is more
than one user involved. Workflow tools include SharePoint and
shared drive.

Example: Electronic documents are moved from folder to folder
to trigger the next process step.

Bills ready
for review
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Bills ready
for
payment
approval

Bills ready
for entry

Bills paid

Tools: WebInvoicing
WebInvoicing is a web-based solution allowing users to make
online invoice requests for expense reimbursement. The
approved requests are transferred to Accounts Payable, where
invoices are automatically created. WebInvoicing integrates with
FinancialEdge.
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Tools: Divvy
Divvy, a software and a payment type, includes both financial
software and a credit card. Divvy integrates with NetSuite,
QuickBooks Desktop and Online, and Xero.
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Tools: Bill.com
Bill.com is provided as a software and as a service that
integrates with accounting and banking systems. It is intended
to serve as a command and control dashboard for cash flow.
It integrates with NetSuite, Intacct, QuickBooks Desktop and
Online, and Xero.
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Tools: Tallie
Tallie online expense report software automates the expense
report process at every step for employees and approvers. It
integrates with Bill.com, NetSuite, Intacct, QuickBooks Desktop
and Online, and Xero.
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Tools: AutoEntry
AutoEntry automates data entry by accurately capturing all
of your invoices, receipts, expenses and statements into
your accounting solution.

Capture and
submit
documents
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Data is
processed
and verified

Publish to
your accounts
software

Tools: Concur
Concur acts as a workflow tool between the invoice receiver and
the accounting system. It integrates with NetSuite and QuickBooks.
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Tools: Abacus
Abacus software can be used to reimburse your team, reconcile
corporate cards, and implement your expense policy. IT
integrates with: NetSuite, Intacct, QuickBooks Desktop and
Online, Xero, and Zapier.
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Tools: Expensify
Expensify allows users to download expense reports based on user
transactions. It can automatically import expenses incurred with partner
companies and integrates with Bill.com, Microsoft Dynamics, Oracle,
NetSuite, QuickBooks Online, Sage, Intacct, and Xero.
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Get Support for an AP Investment
• Show impact through efficiency and effectiveness measures
• Commit to achieving improved outcomes
• Look at all the alternatives to improve your AP outcomes
• Demonstrate maximization of everything you have now
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Next Steps
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•

Evaluation and resources sheet

•

Your one item to start transformation

•

Questions

Detail on Discussed Tools and Payment Methods
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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PayPal: https://www.paypal.com/us/home
Echecks: https://www.deluxe.com/echecks
WebInvoicing: https://www.blackbaud.com/
Divvy: https://getdivvy.com/
Bill.com: https://www.bill.com/overview_v4/
Tallie: https://tallie.com/
AutoEntry: www.autoentry.com/
Concur: https://www.concur.com/
Abacus: https://www.abacusnext.com/
Expensify: https://www.expensify.com/

